Caching networks are designed to reduce traffic load at backhaul links, by serving demands from edge-nodes. In the past decades, many studies have been done to address the caching problem. However, in practice, finding an optimal caching policy is still challenging due to dynamicity of traffic and scalability caused by complex impact of caching strategy chosen by each individual cache on other parts of network. In this paper, we focus on cache placement to optimize the performance metrics such as hit ratio in cooperative large-scale caching networks. Our proposed solution, cooperative multi-agent based cache placement (CoM-Cache) is based on multi-agent reinforcement learning framework and can seamlessly track the content popularity dynamics in an on-line fashion. CoM-Cache is enable to solve the problems over a spectrum from isolated to interconnected caches and is designed flexibly to fit any caching networks. To deal with dimensionality issue, CoM-Cache exploits the property of locality of interactions among caches. The experimental results report CoM-Cache outperforms base-line schemes, however at the expense of reasonable additional complexity.
I. INTRODUCTION
W ITH the growth of social networks, multimedia sharing web services and specially streaming of video-on-demand contents, data traffic has increased dramatically in the past few years. It has been predicted the global internet traffic will be hundredfold by 2021 [1] . One of the promising solutions is to store contents at the network's edges close to the end users. Caching networks which reduce traffic load of the core networks by equipping storage at the edge-nodes, improve user-perceived experience, ultimately. Cache placement as a classic subject addresses the question: which files from a large set of files should be cached in a limited storage, so as to reduce the main server load. One step further, server load even can be deducted more by cooperation among caches which are located nearby. However, such cooperation certainly adds more complexity to the problem, particularly, when the number of local caches increases. In other words, plausible coordination cannot be achieved without hurting tractability of the cache placement strategy.
There have been numerous studies on cache placement problem which try to improve the performance metrics such as hit ratio. The well-known heuristic approaches are least recently used (LRU) and least frequently used (LFU) which perform based on recency and frequency, respectively [2] [3] . These traditional approaches are categorized as reactive caching approaches and neither consider the pattern of content popularity nor cooperation among caches, thereby suffer from inefficiency. In [4] , an extension of the classic LRU called spatial multi-LRU, has been introduced which investigates how to best choose the actions of update, insertion and eviction of content in multiple caches instead of single-cache. In contrast to LRU where each request can only be served by one cache (the closest one), in spatial multi-LRU, there are a set of caches for any user which can serve its request. In Multi-LRU-One, if the requested file has been found in any caches which are covering a user, only one of these caches will be updated. If the object is not found in any cache, then it is inserted only in the cache closest to the user. In [4] it has been shown that Multi-LRU has better performance than employing a regular LRU to all caches independently, but it still does not take benefit of cooperation among caches in an efficient manner.
Another category of cache placement policies is proactive caching which estimates content request patterns first and then finds the best policy based on the estimated pattern [5] [6] . Reinforcement learning was employed for cache placement in [7] by using Multi-armed bandit (MAB) to model problem. However, due to the structure of MAB, recent requests and cooperation among caches are not exploited, incurring the cost of additional exploration steps and inefficiency. Due to the complexity issue, there are only few studies on employment of reinforcement learning in caching. [8] employed reinforcement in caching problem while it assumed each local cache acts individually without any explicit coordination with other agents. In [9] , a game theory based caching approach has been introduced in which only the communication between the neighboring caches is allowed. At each time step, a policy is found by forming a game among the neighboring caches. In [9] each cache updates its cache content selfishly by maximizing its own hit ratio subject to the content stored by neighbouring caches. [9] has shown the proposed algorithm could converge to Nash equilibrium if the content popularity has stationary profile. Like [9] , most of the previous research have been conducted on finding a solution for cache placement assuming stationary content popularity [10] . However, in reality, popularity of contents could be extremely dynamic over time, specifically the popularity of videos can drop after a short period of time or it may have longer lifespan. Such multi-dimensional variations in popularity patterns make cache placement problem more challenging.
In this study, we focus on decision making for multi-cache placement where caches learn environment and act cooperatively to pursue a global target. Our proposed solution, cooperative multi-agent based cache placement (CoM-Cache), is a learning approach based on multi-agent reinforcement learning (MARL) framework which takes benefit of cooperation among caches and adapts to dynamicity of popularity profile. CoM-Cache exploits the property of locality of interactions among caches [11] to achieve a trade off between coordination and complexity without notable sacrifice in performance.
II. PROBLEM STATEMENT
Our model consists of a central server with N files (contents) in its library. For simplicity, each content needs 1 unit of the storage. The central server is connected to local caches through error-free shared link (solid line in Fig. 1 ). The local caches are possibly connected together through error-free links (dashed lines in Fig. 1 ). At each time step, some files from the library are requested by the users aggregated in local caches. If one user requests a file which already has a copy in the local cache associated to that user, this copy is downloaded. Otherwise, if it is possible, other local caches will serve the request at some transmission cost such as delay. If the request still has not been served (i.e., a miss), the central server inevitably sends the file through the shared link at a higher cost. Then, a decision needs to be made as to address a critical question: which files should be cached in each local cache? This decision is made in a cooperative manner based on the previous decisions, past requests and experiences in order to optimize the performance over an infinite horizon. Note that the transmission cost of sending one file through local links is reasonably less than the shared link, since the local caches located nearby generate less delay than the distant main server. Let M i denotes the storage capacity of the ith local cache, i ∈ 1, 2, ..., K, measured by the maximum number of files it can store. BW ij denotes the capacity of link between the local caches i and j which indicates the maximum number of files can be transferred between i and j at each time step. If all BW ij s are set to zero, the problem is degraded into the isolated cache placement like the setup of [7] and for BW as infinity, the caching problem would be converted to the classic routing problem. In wireless networks, the shared link and the local caches could be considered as broadcast channel and base stations of cellular networks, respectively. In this paper, the terms transmission cost and delay are used, interchangeably.
The most popular objectives for cache placement problems are maximizing hit ratio and minimizing transmission cost (equivalently the accumulate delay). In this paper, the optimization problem is defined as a multi-objective function. This function provides a trade-off between delay as a user-facing performance metric and hit ratio as a network level performance metric. Maximizing the hit ratio is equivalent to minimizing the rate of shared link which is defined as the ratio of total number of files sent through the shared link to the total number of requests. The constraints are: a) the storage of the local caches are limited and b) the capacity of the links between caches are limited.
III. COOPERATIVE MULTI-AGENT BASED CACHE PLACEMENT
In this section, we develop a mathematical framework of multi-agent decision making in CoM-Cache which is built on top of decentralized Markov decision process (Dec-MDP).
A. Dec-MDP
A Dec-MDP is defined as a tuple =< I, S, A, T, R, h > where
• S is a (finite) set of joint states.
• A = ×A i is the set of joint actions a =< a 1 , ..., a K > and A i is set of available actions to agent i.
• P is the transition probability function, P : S × A × S → [0, 1] which specifies the probability of transition from state s ∈ S to s ∈ S when action a ∈ A is taken.
• R : S × A → R is the immediate reward function and maps states and joint actions to real numbers.
• h called horizon, is the number of steps until the problem terminates. Each agent i takes an action a t i leading to on joint action a t =< a t 1 , ..., a t K > at every step t. How the joint action influences the environment is described by the transition function P , called the model of the environment. When P is not known, multi-agent reinforcement learning techniques are deployed to learn a solution directly without exploiting the model explicitly. A solution to a Dec-MDP is a joint policy π * =< π 1 , ..., π K >, which is a mapping from joint states to actions and maximizes the discounted expected cumulative reward over horizon h. The value of a joint policy π from state s is defined as
which represents the expected value of the reward of agents summed over time starts from state s and follows policy π. In the finite-horizon case the discount factor, γ is typically set to 1 while for infinite-horizon, γ ∈ (0, 1). An optimal policy beginning at state s 0 is defined as π * (s 0 ) = argmax π V π (s 0 ) and can be found efficiently with dynamic programming techniques.
The most common MARL algorithm is multi-agent Q-learning in which agents learn optimal mapping from the environment's states to actions when accumulative reward over time is maximized. Each state-action pair (s, a) has a value called the Q-value that represents the expected long-term cumulative reward by taking action a at state s. At each step t, the agents observe current states and execute actions that belong to the available set of actions A and the Q-value are updated according to the immediate reward at time t, r(s
B. CACHE PLACEMENT FORMULATION IN MARL FRAMEWORK
At each step t, each cache interacts with the environment, makes a decision and executes an action. First, the users' demands can be served by the aforementioned manner, i.e. a requested content 1) would be accessed directly from a local cache (if available), 2) be obtained from one of the neighbour local caches (if possible), 3) be downloaded from central server. These ways are ordered according to their priorities. Then, each local cache updates its contents based on the learned policy. The policy determines which content should be cached where and when in order to maximize the total reward over time.
The components of modelling cooperative cache placement problem as MARL are described as follows: a) Set of agents: I refers to a set of local caches, i's i.e. ]. d) Reward Function: various forms of objective functions in cache placement problem are introduced [12] , [13] . The two popular objective functions are: a) maximizing the hit ratio and b) minimizing the transmission cost. CoM-Cache considers the linear combination of these two objectives to ensure that while the main interest of caching that is decrease traffic load at backhaul links, is achieved, the average delay experienced by the users is not overlooked either.
C. Limited Interaction in Cooperative Caching
In multi-agent systems, MARL provides a promising solution for agents which explore environment and adapt their behaviours to the dynamics of the uncertain and evolving environment. However, employing MARL for cache placement in large-scale networks comes with scalability issue. The policy space grows exponentially with the increase in population of local caches [14] . If each agent only cares about its local states and decides individually, it would result in locally optimized but not necessarily a globally optimal policy [20] . To our best knowledge, previous studies widely ignore the cooperative decision making in caching problem. CoM-Cache presents a modified collaboration model among caches where the complexity increases only polynomially with the size of network.
Decomposition of Value Function: To deal with dimensionality issue, we aim to decompose the reward function into the sum of local functions over a smaller number of states and actions (smaller scope). The local reward function R t i (s, a) is the total reward that agent i can achieve by interacting with other agents. Note that local reward should not be mixed up with individual reward which refers to the reward of agent i obtained selfishly without considering the global objective.
Proposition 1 For each agent i and its neighboring set N i which includes all agents connected to agent i thorough one-hop communication, the total reward function of agent i interacting with all other caches is equal to the rewards it receives with interacting with its neighbouring set N i :
As each agent can only receive files from one-hop neighbour via the local links, N i are the only agents influence the decision making of i, directly. We exploit this limited dependency to shrink the scope of local reward functions. In order to find the optimal policy, the value function which is defined over joint states and actions of all agents, needs to be computed. The value function can be decomposed into K local values where each one involves only a subset of agents by factorizing the value function for decomposed immediate reward function [11] . Definition 1: Joint probability distribution over neighbouring set N i is defined as:
where I \ {i, N i } represents the set of all agents excluding i and N i . This equations is extracted by marginalizing the joint transition probability function where P (s t |s t−1 , a t−1 ) is written as P (s
The formulization of value function of joint policy π started from state s is then decomposed as:
where
] is the local value of i over joint policy π and the local Q-value over joint policy π at time t is given by:
Principle of Locality of Interaction: Locality of interaction has been introduced in decentralized partially observable MDP (Dec-POMDP) and has been explored in several studies [15] . However, locality of interaction relies on a strong assumption of Transition (Observation in Dec-POMDP) Independence [16] .
Definition 2: A Dec-MDP is called Transition Independent (TI) if the state transition probabilities are factorized as follows:
where P i (s i |s i , a i ) represents the transition probability of agent i takes action a i and transits from local state s i to s i . If we assume TI, the value function in Eq. 4 can be decomposed with shrunk scope. This feature which is so-called as locality of interaction says that the local utility of agent i from policy π to π does not change if π and π have similar mapping of states to actions for agents i and the set, to which agent i has interaction [17] . In CoM-Cache learning algorithm (see section III-D), we approximate P (s i , s Ni |s, a) by P (s i , s Ni |s i , s Ni , a i , a Ni ) which shrinks the scope of value function from (s, a) to (s i , s Ni , a i , a Ni ). The approximation comes from this observation that in caching networks, each cache has major interactions with a limited number of caches which are located in the same geographical region and have file transfer through one-hop communication.
D. MARL Algorithm in CoM-Cache
The goal of each cache is computing joint policy that maximizes expected total reward of all agents. Without any coordination, agents decide based on their local observation which results into K individual policies. On the other hand, the globally optimal policy that maps joint states to joint actions, inherently, performs better than individual policies. Finding the globally optimal policy requires instantaneous, loss-less and free communication therefore, it is resource demanding and infeasible in practice [18] . CoM-Cache takes advantage of a limited interactions, which provides scalability by allowing agents to learn based on the limited but more effective observations. By use of this fact, in CoM-Cache each local cache learns the joint policy with a set of its neighbours not the entire network. So the size of partial state space for agent i is limited to |s| |Ni|+1 regardless of the size of the network K. Using the utility decomposition structure, we can define the approximate utilities such that:
where Q i,Ni is the utility of agent i by interacting only with the set of N i . Note that in case of TI, the approximate utility yields the accurate value. Clearly, the complexity of learning approximate Q-value in Eq. 7 is much less than Eq. 1. Algorithm 1, demonstrates the learning procedure in CoM-Cache. For agent i and its neighbouring set N i , Γ t i,Ni is defined as the probability of taking joint action a Ni at joint state < s i , s Ni > at time t for any state-action pair and is calculated as follows: 
where 0 < α < 1 the learning rate and 0 < γ < 1 the discount factor are preselected. Θ t i (s i , s Ni ) denotes the best response for i according to N i s' actions at time t and is evaluated as follows:
Note that the contribution of Θ t i (s i , s Ni ) to the global value might be less than max ai,
, where in Θ t i (s i , s Ni ) the expected value instead of maximization over a Ni is adopted. At each stage of the algorithm, with probability of 1 − , the next action is found by:
Algorithm 1 Learning in CoM-Cache for agent i Initialization: The decision rule in algorithm 1 includes exploration phase where the agent can simply choose an action randomly. In algorithm 1, denotes an adjusting parameter to control the trade off between exploration and exploitation in learning procedure. Fig. 2 : %hit ratio when request pattern is generated by IRM. Fig. 3 : %hit ratio when request pattern is generated by SNM.
E. Complexity Discussion
A cooperative sequential decision making in multi-agent systems can be done by Dec-MDP. However, finding the optimal solution for h-horizon Dec-MDP is NEXP-complete [18] and practically intractable. In the same manner, learning a globally optimal policy by MARL is not feasible when the problem scales up since the joint utility function conditions on all agents. On the other end of the spectrum, Independent Q-Learning (IQL) avoids scalability issue where each agent independently learns its own policy based on its local observation (does not condition on the state and action of other agents). IQL which was employed in [8] cannot take advantage of cooperation among caches. For example, an oversaturated request traffic in one local cache could easily be resolved by network-wide cooperation. The number of policies to be evaluated in IQL in the general form is O(|a| |s| h ) where a and s are the set of individual actions and states of one agent. IQL has less complexity, however suffers from poor performance in cooperative decision making [19] . In [20] , the complexity of a joint problem of in-network content caching and routing, corresponds to placement and delivery phases, has been investigated where cached content can be accessed through multiple network paths. It has been proven, the jointly optimization problem is NP-complete even if there is only one local cache and each content is requested by only one user 
IV. EXPERIMENTS
In this section, we present the numerical results of the experiments that have been conducted to evaluate the performance of CoM-Cache in compare to the benchmark caching techniques.
A. Evaluation Setup 1) Request Pattern: Although in the literature, Independent Reference Model (IRM) model has been widely deployed for modelling content popularity [21] , this model ignores temporal localities and heterogeneous request distributions. To simulate the evolution of content popularity over time, we exploit Shot Noise Model (SNM) introduced by [22] along with Zipf distribution which generates requests as a superposition of some independent processes each one corresponding to one content. Thus, the experiment is designed for two different scenarios:
• When neither temporal nor spatial correlation exists. Users request files independently from their past or their neighbours' requests (IRM). For this experiment, a Zipf distribution with the exponent parameter β, where the probability of request for the n th most popular file is proportional to the n −β , is generated for content popularity.
• When temporal and spatial correlation exist. For this scenario SNM is deployed where a time inhomogeneous Poisson process describes the request pattern for content n ∈ N . In SNM, to model temporal correlation, three parameters are defined: τ n , the time instant which n is requested by users for the first time, V n , average number of requests generated by content n, and λ n (t), popularity profile of content n over time. The idea of SNM can also be employed to capture spatial correlation. Spatial correlation of requests comes from this fact that users from the same geographical region may have more similar taste and desire. The whole networks are partitioned in groups with few members in each one, (we select 4). A pair of (V, τ ) from a joint distribution of (V, τ ) is applied for all members of each group. The joint distribution of (V, τ ) is selected in a way that for files with similar lifespan, the more popularity has a larger V . 2) Network Setup: We consider a caching networks consisting of a central server with local caches uniformly distributed in a square field as a grid topology. However, our work can immediately be extended to any variant of network topologies. We assume each cache is connected to at most 4 closest caches (at corners it reduces to 2 caches). The transmission ranges among caches (and interference ranges in case of wireless networks) are limited to the closest one-hop neighbours which is identical for all caches in the grid topology. For simplicity, let's assume the caches have similar storage capacities and BW s are identical for all links between caches.
3) Benchmarks: To evaluate the performance of CoM-Cache, we compare our proposed solution with the most widely adopted benchmarks, LRU and LFU caching [2] . In LRU, each local cache keeps a record of ordered list of the recent access of current cached contents. When a file which has not been cached earlier is requested, it is inserted into cache memory and the earliest file fetched from the full cache is discarded. In LFU, each local cache keeps a record of ordered list of the numbers of access of current cached contents. LFU drops a file which has the least frequency of usage over a given window in past. In addition to LRU and LFU, an advanced technique IQL which runs an individual Q-learning for each cache without any coordination with others, is deployed. In IQL, each cache finds the placmeent strategy only by observing its own state, and is simulated according to the setup of [8] . In our experiment, the length of window for LFU and the overall horizon are set to 10 6 and 10 10 time steps, respectively. Unless otherwise mentioned, relative cache capacity (the proportion of storage capacity in the total size of library N ) = 10%, BW = 1/10×size of cache, exponent parameter of Zipf β = 0.6 and N = 100. In SNM, V n for the nth most popular file is set proportional to 1/n, λ(t) = V e −t/ where , content lifetime is uniform-randomly selected from [10 1000].
B. Numerical Evaluation
We first compare the performance when the storage of caches increases for constant library size. Fig. 2 and 3 illustrate the hit ratio achieved by CoM-Cache, IQL, LRU and LFU for different cache sizes, where hit ratio is calculated as the percentage of requests served by local caches. As expected, having the larger cache storage provides more possibility to serve requests by local caches. To investigate the impact of different traffic patterns, we run the experiment for two different request patterns. In Fig. 2 , request pattern is generated as IRM, following Zipf distribution while Fig. 3 generates requests based on SNM described before. By comparing Fig. 2 and 3 , it is understood that capturing locality in requests has noticeable impact on caching performance. For example, for size of cache 30, CoM-Cache outperforms IQL by 12% improvement in hit ratio, while if locality between requests exists, such improvement even increases to 25%. This can be explained by the fact that spatial correlation of requests forces neighbouring nodes to cache similar contents in IQL, causing worse performance than cooperative learning. On the other hand, in CoM-Cache, consequent requests at the same region will largely be served by local caches rather than central server that leads to lower server load. According to Fig. 2 and 3 , LFU yields worse long-term performance than LRU. This may happen due to the problem so called cache pollution. This phenomenon occurs when LFU keeps a previously popular file for a long time which recently becomes unpopular and causes poor performance specially in highly dynamic environment.
In Fig. 4 and 5, the transmission delay for the same experiment are measured. The normalized transmission delay is obtained by dividing the delay of serving one request by the maximum possible delay (downloading file from the central server). Similarly, CoM-Cache provides less delay in compare to other techniques, particularly when the request pattern has temporal and spatial correlation. In addition to the popularity profile of contents, another important factor is the number of contents in the library. Fig. 6 complements previous experiment reporting the results obtained, where the size of library varies for fixed relative size of cache. Fig. 6 compares hit ratio for different schemes. In all schemes, we achieve performance improvement for higher size of library. The storage of caches increasing proportionally with the number of contents, provides the larger size of total cache in network. This gain (which comes with higher cost of computational complexity) is obtained as the number of request of contents increases at a sub-linear rate compared to the number of contents, and allows caches to manage their capacity more effectively. Another interesting observation is that as the number of contents increases, the performance difference between CoM-Cache and IQL becomes larger. We can infer when the storage is limited, the role of cooperation among caches becomes more important for larger library. In Fig 7, we explore the impact of changing the bandwidth among caches on two metrics: Individual hit ratio and hit ratio for two different cases. Individual hit ratio is defined as the ratio of number of requests of one cache served by itself (not with help of the other caches) to the total number of its requests. In CoM-Cache I, we assume the communication between caches is free while in CoM-Cache II, the cost of local links is non-zero. While hit ratio is an appropriate indicator to evaluate the performance of network of caches in cooperative sense, individual hit ratio measures the effectiveness of individual cache placement strategy. Interestingly, in CoM-Cache I, individual hit ratio is not always increasing for higher BW although hit ratio has fairly well increasing trend. In this case, the obtained reward is not responsive to cost of transmission between local caches, so it serves requests as much as possible by assist of other caches. In contrast, CoM-Cache II which cares about the transmission costs, has worse hit ratio even though its individual hit ratio surpasses CoM-Cache I. Note that the individual cache hit ratio of LRU algorithm is unaffected by variation of BW , since it ignores the transmission capability among caches. To better evaluate the effectiveness of learning algorithm of CoM-Cache which employs the approximate decomposed utility functions, we utilize an idea introduced in [23] to estimate an influence optimistic upper bound (IO-UB) in multi-agent planning problem. The idea is to compute an upper bound by relaxing the original problem with respect to the positive impact that the rest of the network would have. To find IO-UB in cooperative caching problem, we divide the network into sub-networks with 4 caches by eliminating some links. For any removed link, we increase the storage capacity of the two disjointed caches to the sum of capacities. This modification is optimistic since it assumes that each local cache entirely uses the maximum capacity of its neighbor. Thus, the original large-scale problem is converted to non-overlapping sub-problems. In Fig. 8 , the performance effectiveness of CoM-Cache and IQL for different size of networks is demonstrated. The performance effectiveness of one scheme is defined as a ratio of hit ratio of that scheme to hit ratio of IO-UB. In this problem, we consider 2 × 2, 4 × 4 , 10 × 10 and 20 × 20 grid topologies where each cache is connected to at most 4 nearest neighbours. As the size of network and thus the number of removed links increases, the performance effectiveness drops. However, this reduction is not growing with the number of caches so the effectiveness of large size network e.g. 100 × 100 would be roughly similar to the smaller network like 4 × 4 which is about 80%.
V. CONCLUSION
In this paper, the cooperative cache placement for large-scale caching networks has been addressed. By considering interactions among caches, a new learning algorithm, CoM-Cache, is presented which limits the scope of value functions to the neighboring set. The learning algorithm which is executed in an on-line fashion, can track the variations of traffic demands seamlessly. It is shown CoM-Cache improves both user and network level metrics, delay and hit ratio, over base-line schemes such as LRU and independent Q-learning at the reasonable cost of computational complexity. As numerical results report, CoM-Cache by taking advantage of cooperation among caches, achieves over 40% reduction in server load even for small relative size of cache 10%.
